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External links References Category:Free software programmed in Perl Category:Free video conversion software Category:Free
media management software Category:Free audio software Category:Free electronic music software Category:Free media

conversion software Category:Free media conversion software for Linux Category:Perl software Category:Video conversion
software for Linux Category:Fruit of the GNU world{ "name": "yii2-money", "description": "The Yii2-Money extension of
Yii2.", "keywords": [ "yii2", "yii2-app", "yii2-money", "money", "payment", "money-currency", "money-currency-parsing",

"money-money", "money-money-parsing", "money-money-webservices", "money-money-auth", "money-money-parsing-auth" ],
"type": "yii2-extension", "require": { "yiisoft/yii2": "*" }, "autoload": { "psr-4": { "yii\\money\": "" } }, "extra": { "branch-alias":

{ "dev-master": "2.0.x-dev" } } } Vintage 9912MMS Monoblock (MMS just means Analog MOSFET Switch, monoblock
meaning it only has one input.)
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Mar 19, 2020 : Released v5.5.1. It fixes an issue where some mkvmerge
operations may fail when the output filename has a path component that
starts with a ‘.’, because mkvmerge then assumes it to be a relative path
name. . Mar 20, 2020 : Released v5.5.0. It fixes a bug in mkvmerge
where it sometimes changes the first muxed file in a set (even before the
first clone), which would cause a size mismatch error when the output
file was a full-size file. . Mar 18, 2020 : Released v5.4.4. It fixes a
problem where the --split parts feature was sometimes available to
mkvextract, but not when extracting from a file which was the result of
an MKVToolNix merge, which is a quite common case . Mar 16, 2020 :
Released v5.4.3. It fixes a problem with some assemblers that generated
invalid metadata, where the Matroska parser would give the error
"malformed X-Bits header tag," because it wasn't able to parse the
required 5-character sequence directly. Mar 16, 2020 : Released v5.4.2.
It fixes a problem where fastseek didn't work properly for certain H.264
videos encoded with Baseline profile, which had a chunk size of 21
bytes, instead of the required 20 bytes. . Feb 26, 2020 : Released v5.4.1.
It fixes a bug where MKVToolNix would sometimes suggest to use a
timebase of 1000, although the input file had a timebase of 60. Fixed
with the --tb parameter (see below). . Jan 30, 2020 : Released v5.4.0. It
fixes a problem where mkvmerge would sometimes try to read the first
file in a muxed file before all the other files, which could lead to errors. .
Mar 27, 2020 : Released v5.3.5. It fixes a problem where MKVToolNix
would sometimes suggest a timebase of 1000, although the input files
had a timebase of 60. Fixed with the --tb parameter (see below). . Mar
24, 2020 : Released v5.3.3. It fixes a bug where MKVToolNix would
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